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CALL FOR PAPERS
�e identi�cation of signi�cant independent variables plays a crucial role in building
amultiple regressionmodel for many real-world applications.�is variable selection
process allows the model to perform better in multiple directions including better
prediction of the dependent variable and correctly portraying the role of independent
variables which are important to �tting amodel. However, classical variable selection
methods, such as Akaike information criterion (AIC), Mallow’s Cp, and Bayesian
information criterion (BIC), are o�en highly time-consuming and su�er from
potential instability.

Recently, Markov Chain Monte Carlo- (MCMC-) based computation techniques
for subset selection, using stochastic search variable selection (SSVS) algorithms,
have become widely used in linear regression, generalized linear models, Quality
Requirement (QR) models, and other modeling frameworks. However, for some
applications, such as chemometrics or bioinformatics, SSVS algorithms are very
time-consuming, and consequently thismethod su�ers from computational di�cul-
ties.�erefore, variable selection by regularization methods has received substantial
interest in recent years.

�e aim of this Special Issue is to focus on regularized regression methods,
speci�cally on the role of the regularization in variable selection and estimation
in linear regression models. In addition, submissions on asymptotic theories with
diverging number of parameters are encouraged. Both original research articles
highlighting advances in the modeling and applications of regularized regression and
review articles on the current state of the art are welcome.

Potential topics include but are not limited to the following:

Regularized least squares regression

Regularized robust regression methods

Regularized quantile regression methods

Regularized expectile regression

Bayesian regularized regression

Bayesian regularized quantile regression

Bayesian regularized expectile regression

Optimal rates for regularized least squares regression

Asymptotic oracle properties of the regularized estimators

Overcoming the over�tting problems using the regularization methods

Authors can submit their manuscripts through the Manuscript Tracking System at
https://mts.hindawi.com/submit/journals/jps/rarre/.

Papers are published upon acceptance, regardless of the Special Issue publication
date.
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